Protect Your Customers from
Online Fraud and Phishing Scams

More than $150 billion was stolen in 2018 from customers.
Are you doing enough to keep your customers safe?
Failure to safeguard the digital integrity of your customers has become your greatest reputational and financial
risk. By ‘hijacking’ your brand identity and assets, attackers trick your customers into disclosing sensitive data
and private information.
These ‘out of the perimeter’ threats could be hiding anywhere in the infinite web, and by the time they’ve
come to your attention, it may be too late.

Protect your brand and your customers from online fraud and promote trust in your digital
customer interactions.

Segasec’s Digital Threat Protection Solution
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Proactive Intelligence

DETECTION

Quadrillions of scans 24/7 identify
brand-related manipulation and fraud.
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2 Threat Detection Agent
Powerful web agent uncovers
non-brand related threats.

Remediation

Lightning-fast automated Block and
Take-Down takes the problem off
your hands entirely.

Patent-pending
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RESPONSE

Mitigation

Smart deception technology
by a click of a button.

CISO of a
Fortune 500
EMEA Bank

“Before working with Segasec, we detected only the tip of the iceberg of threats, and it
took us days and sometimes weeks to take them down. Segasec’s proactive approach has
allowed us to find threats no other anti-fraud tools found, stop them within minutes, and preempt attacks before they affect our customers.”

WHY SEGASEC
All In One Solution

Entirely Managed Service

Covering both detection
and response

Taking the problem out of your
hands entirely

Proactive Detection

Unique Deception Technology

As early as a hacker’s intent

Making stolen data unusable and
leading attackers into traps

We Discover What
Others Can’t

No Integration and Zero
Onboarding

Coverage of all phishing
use cases

Start gaining value within minutes

ABOUT SEGASEC
Segasec is a Tel-Aviv based cyber-security startup providing end-to-end digital threat protection against consumer
phishing attacks that originate in your blind spot - beyond the enterprise perimeter. Segasec’s patent-pending
technology provides intelligence of upcoming attacks at the earliest possible preparation stages, running quadrillions
of targeted scans that identify even unknown attack patterns. Segasec blocks compromised assets before they
become a live risk, because once customer trust is broken, it’s already too late.
CONTACT US FOR A DEMO Info@segasec.com | +1-650-963-5710 | segasec.com

